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aos sleeping system

aos spring element

rimellas made of elastic ash wood
7-fold spring suspension on natural 
latex strips in 2 levels

Our aos sleeping system gives you everything you 

need for a comfortable sleep: the right pressure 

distribution to support your spine perfectly, optimal 

ventilation, and natural materials such as wood, 

natural latex, and sheep’s wool. Combine this with 

our metal-free beds to create the basis for your 

restful sleep.

insertion frame

spring element

slip cover

mattress

aos under-bedding

extra widths: 160, 180, 200 cm
batting: 100% sheep’s wool or 100% TENCEL™

wool: TENCEL™:
UBW UBT

aos insertion frame

wood types: in spruce or swiss pine

ELRA

aos adjustable insertion frame

wood type: beech
manually adjustable insertion frame

ELRAV

aos insertion frame

wood type: beech
seat and base height electrically adjustable using 
a remote control; isolation from the mains supply

ELRAE

FEDE

aos topper

height: 6 cm  
widths of partner cover: 160, 180, 200 cm
quilting fabric: 600 g/m2  sheep’s wool  
or TENCEL™/maize fibre
core: 100% vita talalay natural latex 

wool: TENCEL™/maize fibre:
TOW06 TOT06

l 190 200 210 220

w 80 90 100 120 140

pillow all-season blanketmoulded pillow
latex

accessories

aos mattress made from 100% 
natural latex

height: 10 or 15 cm
firmness: soft or firm 
cover: 100% cotton

aos slip cover for mattress 

height: for mattress 10 or 15 cm
widths of partner cover: 160, 180, 200 cm
quilting fabric: 600 g/m2  sheep’s 
wool or TENCEL™/maize fibre

wool: TENCEL™/maize fibre:
MA10 | MA15 KAHW22 | KAHW27 KAHT22 | KAHT27

LAKI

wool: TENCEL™:
ZDW ZDGT

wool: TENCEL™:
KOKW KOKT


